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2.2 ANALYSING LATENT HEAT FLUXES OF CONIFEROUS FORESTS 
WITH FUZZY L O G I C 1 

ABSTRACT 

Fuzzy logic (FL) was applied to simulate latent heat fluxes of six coniferous 
forests. Goal was to test the application possibilities of fuzzy logic and to 
evaluate the information that could be derived from it. The data set con
sisted of five forests of the Euroflux project and a set of the Douglas-fir forest 
in Speuld, one year before and one year after a thinning. A set of models 
was compared regarding their performance and interpretability: a general 
FL-model, FL-models for the two years of Speuld, and a forest-growth 
model parameterised for Douglas-fir. The performance of the FL-models 
was close to optimal. The rules of the FL-models made objective model 
comparison possible, and showed a change in the sensitivity to vapour pres
sure deficit of Speuld. Fuzzy logic showed to be a very promising method 
for top down modelling of forest gas exchange, systematic model evaluation 
and model simplification. 

INTRODUCTION 

Fuzzy logic is a promising method for modelling ecological processes in which 
data availability is low, processes are working at different time and spatial scales, 
and only uncertain knowledge is available (Bardossy, 1996; Zimmermann, 
1996). Fuzzy logic gives the opportunity to incorporate expert knowledge into 
standard mathematical models (Droesen, 1996), and can also give much faster 
model calculations than traditional model formulations (Bardossy, 1996). 

Until now, fuzzy logic was not applied to modelling instantaneous forest gas 
exchange. Recently developed models use detailed physiological knowledge 
about photosynthetic and stomatal responses at leaf level, and scale these up to 
canopy level with elaborate models for radiation interception (see for example 
Falge et al. (1997); Wang and Jarvis (1990); Williams et al. (1996)). With these 
detailed models both water and carbon fluxes are predicted. For évapotranspi
ration only, a widely used approach is the combination of the Penman-Monteith 
equation with the Jarvis-Stewart canopy conductance model (Jarvis, 1976; 
Stewart, 1988). This latter approach, and also models that use simplified ver
sions of elaborate bottom-up models, are constructed from the 'single bigleaf' 
concept, which considers a forest canopy as a giant leaf for which the same in
fluencing variables and responses exist as for a 'normal' leaf (Lloyd et al., 1995). 
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In an earlier article (Van Wijk and Bouten, 1999) artificial neural networks were 
applied to extract general behaviour of a range of coniferous forests when mod
elling instantaneous gas exchange. Results showed that latent heat and carbon 
fluxes of different sites can be modelled without detailed physiological or site 
specific information. A disadvantage of the neural network technique is that the 
derived models are black boxes: the responses they learn cannot be represented 
in an easily interprétable model concept or in simple mathematical formulas 
(Huntingford and Cox, 1997; Schaap and Bouten, 1996). 

Kosko (1992) shows that fuzzy logic can be used to derive interprétable 
model concepts, rules and parameters in a similar approach as with artificial 
neural networks: by learning input and output combinations, not the scaling 
constants and connection weights between neurons are adjusted, but fuzzy logic 
rules and class memberships are optimised. Fuzzy logic applied in this way is an 
empirical model derivation, with model-free function estimation, but with the 
advantage of model and parameter interpretability. The model performance, on 
the other hand, will be poorer than the performance of a neural network 
(Kosko, 1992). 

In this study, fuzzy logic was tested by applying it to a data set of latent heat 
fluxes of six different forests. The aim of this paper is to report the results of test
ing the application possibilities of fuzzy logic, and to evaluate what kind of 
knowledge and information could be gained by applying this relatively new 
technique to the modelling of ecosystem fluxes. The performance of fuzzy logic 
models was compared with results of artificial neural networks. The interpretabil
ity of the derived rules and parameters was evaluated by defining fuzzy logic 
models for Speuld individually, before and after a thinning took place. In this 
way changes in forest transpiration responses caused by the thinning were in
corporated into model rules and optimised parameters. For the Speuld forest 
also the deterministic forest growth model FORGRO was parameterised and 
tested (Van Wijk et al., 1999). The results of the different fuzzy logic models 
were compared to those of the FORGRO model. 

METHOD 

Data 
The data consisted of two separately obtained data sets. The first data subset 
was a Euroflux (Tenhunen et al., 1998) data set as described in Van Wijk and 
Bouten (1999), only with one site less. Data of latent heat (Lh) fluxes of five co
niferous forests in North-western Europe were used. The fluxes and the mete
orological data were supplied on a half hourly basis, all made with identical 
equipment. The meteorological variables were measured just above the forest 
canopies. The second subset consisted of measurements performed in 1995 and 
1996 at the Speuld forest, the Netherlands, by the Royal Meteorological Insti
tute, De Bilt. The measurements, the equipment used and the data processing 
methods are described extensively in Bosveld (1997) and Kohsiek (1991). 
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Table 1: Information about the different forest sites 

Site Country Geographical 
Co-ordinates 

Species Age 
[yr] 

LAI 

Hyytiala Finland 61°51 'N24°17 'E P. sylvestris 34 3.9 
Loobos Netherlands 52°10' N 05°44' E P. sylvestris 100 3.0 
Speuld Netherlands 52 o 01 'N05°40 'E Ps. menz. 40 9.0 
Tharandt Germany 50°58' N 13°38' E P. abies 106 5.0 
Vielsalm Belgium 50°18' N 06°00' E Ps. menz. 60-90 4.2 
Weiden Germany 5 0 ° 0 9 - N l l ° 5 2 - E P. abies 44 6.5 
Brunnen 

In the winter of 1995-1996 the stand was thinned; one third of the trees was cut. 
The measurements of 1996 were performed identically to measurements in 
1995. All flux and meteorological measurements were performed on a half 
hourly basis. Also here the meteorological variables used for the modelling exer
cise were measured above the canopy. 

Information of the sites is given in Table 1. All selected data were between 
day of year 150 and 250. All data in periods with soil water stress were removed 
from the data set. Measurements within 24 hours after a rain event were re
moved from the data set to model real ecosystem transpiration and not also in
terception evaporation. A longer time period after a rain event was not possible, 
because not enough data would remain in the definitive data set. 

A calibration set was constructed to train the fuzzy logic model. For this cali
bration set the data from the five Euroflux sites and Speuld 1995 were used. 
Speuld 1996 was not used for training because it was the only set of a thinned 
forest. In order to obtain a calibration set with high variability in the explaining 
variables the same classification method as in Van Wijk and Bouten (1999) was 
applied. For each site 300 point measurements were selected, so in total the Lh-
flux calibration set consisted of 1800 data points. The other data points were 
used as the validation set. 

Description of Fuzzy logic 
Fuzzy logic is a mathematical tool that enables the representation of human de
cision and evaluation processes in algorithmic form. Fuzzy logic gives the possi
bility to model linguistic uncertainty by relating quantitative data to human logic 
expressions, like 'tall men', 'hot days', etceteras. These categories can then be 
used for (complex) evaluations, like in human reasoning (Altrock, 1995; Kosko, 
1992; Zimmermann, 1996). 

A fuzzy logic model can be split up into three steps. In the first step, 'normal' 
quantitative data are translated into one or more linguistic classes. For example, 
if the fuzzy logic model input consists of one variable, for instance global radia
tion, the value of this variable is translated into the membership values of the 
defined classes. This membership value is a quantification of how strong a 
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•2n Radiation [W m" ] 

Figure 1: Membership functions of global radiation classes 

certain value of a variable belongs to a certain class. See Figure 1: if the meas
ured radiation is 400 W nr2, this value can then translated into a membership of 
the class 'Radiation is Low-Middle' of 0.25, and into a membership 'Radiation is 
Middle-High' of 0.75. The radiation value 400 W m"2 therefore is more typical 
for the class 'Middle-High' than for the class 'Low-Middle'. The relations between 
the values of the different variables and the memberships of the different classes 
are the so-called membership functions. The type of membership functions rep
resented in Figure 1 is the 'triangular membership function'. The parameter val
ues defining the zero and maximum values of the triangular membership func
tions are called the class-parameters. The step of translating values of a certain 
variable into class-memberships is called the 'fuzzification' step. 

These calculated class memberships are then the input for the second step, 
the real model that consists of the fuzzy logic rules. In this example the rules can 
be: 

IF 'Radiation is Low' THEN 
IF 'Radiation is Low-Middle' THEN 
IF 'Radiation is Middle-High' THEN 
IF 'Radiation is High' THEN 

'Transpiration is Low' 
'Transpiration is Middle' 
'Transpiration is High' 
'Transpiration is High' 

The outcome of this model will be with the input membership 'Radiation is 
Low-Middle' = 0.25 and membership 'Radiation is Middle-High' = 0.75, mem
bership 'Transpiration is Middle' = 0.25 and membership 'Transpiration is 
High' = 0.75. 

The third step is the so-called 'defuzzification' step, in which the member
ships of the different classes of the output variables are translated into 'normal' 
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quantitative data. These quantitative data are then the definitive output of the 
fuzzy logic model. 

Both the fuzzification as the defuzzification step is dependent on the so-called 
membership functions and the class parameters. A large amount of different 
concepts of fuzzy logic exist (Altrock. 1995: Zimmermann, 1996). Various 
shapes of membership functions and mathematical fuzzification and defuzzifica
tion methods are applied. Here the most simple and most commonly used 
method of fuzzy logic is applied. As membership functions of the fuzzy sets stan
dard membership functions (Z-type, Lambda-type and S-type, also called the 
triangular membership functions) are used (Altrock. 1995). In Figure 1 the 
membership functions of the global radiation fuzzy sets are given as an example. 

In this study, each membership function is described by a single parameter. 
Traditionally, the triangular membership functions are described by three pa
rameters: zero membership, maximum membership and again zero member
ship. As we assumed the two zero membership values to be the maximum val
ues of the adjacent classes, each membership function could be represented 
with only one parameter, the maximum membership value. These typical pa
rameters will be called the class-parameters in this paper. In this approach the 
memberships of the different classes could never exceed the value one. 

As defuzzification method the center of maximum (Altrock, 1995) or also 
called fuzzy centroid defuzzification (Kosko, 1992) is used: 

YA--P w 

7=1 

where y; is the typical value of class j of variable A and mA(yj) is the membership 
value for class j 

In this defuzzification method the memberships of all classes are multiplied 
with the typical values of the different classes, the results are summed and di
vided by the sum of all memberships. If the membership "Latent heat flux is 
Middle' is 0.25 and membership 'Latent Heat Flux is High' is 0.75, and the 
typical values for the Latent Heat Flux classes are for the class 'Middle' 100 
WnV2 and for the class 'High' 200 Wm"2 the defuzzification step becomes: 

„ _ 0.25*100 + 0.75*200 .2 

LatentHeatFlux = - - = 175 Wm 
0.25 + 0.75 

To be able to simulate fuzzy logic rules consisting of more than one input-
variable we used the so-called Zadeh-operators. An example of a rule with more 
than one input is: 
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{IF'Radiation is High'} AND {IF'Temperature is Middle-High'} 
THEN 

'Latent Heat Flux is High' 

The Zadeh-operators are (Altrock, 1995; Kosko, 1992; Zimmermann, 1996): 

A N D : ßA.ß=mm{jUA,jUB} 

OR: flA„B=max{/lA,filB} 

NOT: fl_A=\-ßA 

in which 'ß is the membership value of the classes A and B, and '-,' is the logi
cal 'NOT'. These are the classical T-norms and conorms for the AND, OR and 
NOT logical operators. Also here a great number of other methods exist, for ex
ample multiplicative-additive formulas (Zimmermann, 1996), but we chose, as a 
first test, the classical Zadeh-operators. 

Derivation of fuzzy logic models and parameter optimisation 
The model rules were calculated similar to Kosko (1992). First an initial guess of 
the different class-parameters was made. This was done with the results of the 
neural network analysis (Van Wijk and Bouten, 1999). These results showed 
that the important driving variables for modelling Lh-fluxes were global radia
tion, temperature and vapour pressure deficit (VPD). These variables were used 
as input variables for the fuzzy logic models. The variable time of day which also 
showed to be an influencing variable (Van Wijk and Bouten, 1999) was not 
used in the fuzzy logic analysis, because it only showed a fine-tuning effect. 
Fuzzy logic, as we applied it, can only represent rather large effects, and the 
fine-tuning effect of time of the day could not be represented in a low number of 
fuzzy rules. Therefore, only the three mentioned physical driving variables are 
used here. 

The values of these variables were divided into four classes (low. middle-low, 
middle-high. high). The number of four classes showed to be the best configura
tion to represent the responses of Lh-fluxes in relation to the different variables. 
To obtain a high sensitivity in the relation between input and output classes the 
Lh-flux values were divided into five classes. So in total there were 3 times 4 
plus 5 is 17 parameters, as each class is represented with one class-parameter. 
The initial guesses for the different class-parameters are shown in Table 2. 

The model rules were derived by grouping the data into the different class-
combinations of the three input variables. For each input class-combination the 
number of occurrences of a certain output class of Lh-flux was calculated. The 
Lh-class that was calculated most often for each input class-combination was 
then defined as the model rule. So for example, for the class combination 
"global radiation High', 'temperature Middle-High' and 'vapour pressure deficit 
Middle-High' the most often Lh-class calculated was 'Lh-flux High'. All class-
combination were filled with one Lh-flux class. 
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After derivation of the model rules the class parameter values were optimised. 
Because of the high number of 17 parameters and the interdependence of input 
and output parameters, resulting in a complex parameter space in which tradi
tional algorithms for parameter optimisation are unlikely to find the best possible 
solution, we used genetic algorithms for the parameter optimisation (Gallagher 
and Sambridge, 1994). 

Genetic algorithms are optimisation search methods inspired by the natural 
process of evolution. The main idea of genetic algorithms is to evolve the best 
possible solution from random elements using the basic components of the na
ture's evolutionary method: encoding of organisms as genetic (DNA) data struc
tures, recombination, mutation and persistence of desirable characteristics. Each 
parameter is represented as a gene, which is encoded as a binary string. A set of 
genes, representing a parameter combination, forms a chromosome. In our 
case, with 17 parameters, a chromosome consisted of 17 genes. First, a random 
initial population of chromosomes of a certain size was generated. For each 
chromosome the performance of the fuzzy logic model was calculated. The best 
performing parameter-combinations, or chromosomes, were selected, and a 
new population was created. In this new population the chromosomes of the 
selected parameter-combinations were present, and also new chromosomes, 
which were created by crossover and point mutations of the selected chromo
somes. In this way the parameter space was further explored in order to im
prove the solution. Of this new population the performance of each parameter-
combination was calculated again, a selection took place, a new generation was 
created, etceteras. 

We applied the method presented in Penny and Lindfield (1995) with a 
small adaptation: the best performing parameter combination is automatically 
placed unmutated in the next generation. Therefore, the crossing-over percent
ages and especially the random mutation percentage can be rather high: the 
values used were 0.80 for crossover and 0.15 for mutation chances. We used a 
population size of 100 chromosomes. After the genetic algorithm optimisation a 
simplex optimisation followed with the best performing chromosome. In this 
simplex optimisation each parameter by itself was optimised, starting with the 
output parameters of the Lh-flux classes. So all 17 parameters were optimised 
after each other. This simplex optimisation was performed five times iteratively. 
After five simplex optimisations the performance of the parameter-set did not 
improve any more. 

Parametehsation ofFORGRO 
A description of the forest-growth model FORGRO can be found in Kramer 
(1996) and Mohren (1987). Here an adapted version is used, in which also half 
hourly latent heat fluxes are simulated. The parameterisation of FORGRO was 
identical to Van Wijk et al. (2000). The increased inhomogeneity of the canopy 
after the thinning in the winter of 1995-1996 is simulated by increasing the clus
tering factor of 1.0 to 2.5 [-]. Also LAI was decreased from 7.0 to 4.5 m2m"2. No 
other adaptations to the model parameterisation presented in Van Wijk et al. 
(2000) were made. 
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Design of model comparisons 
First a general fuzzy logic model for latent heat fluxes was derived that was cali
brated on the six coniferous forests. This model is an interprétable version of the 
artificial neural network calibrated on the same data. The 'general' fuzzy logic 
model will be addressed in this paper as the 'GFL'-model, and the general neu
ral network as 'GNN'. The GFL-model was applied to all six sites for a global 
comparison with the GNN results. Then the model was applied to the Speuld 
forest for a more thorough test of the Lh-flux model rules that were incorporated 
in the model. The results of the GFL-model were compared to the Lh-flux simu
lation results of the process-based model FORGRO. and to two fuzzy logic mod
els specifically developed for Speuld 1995 (before thinning: FL95) and Speuld 
1996 (after thinning: FL96). The performances, derived rules and optimised pa
rameters of the different models were evaluated. Further, two fuzzy logic models 
were derived from the simulation results of FORGRO (FLFOR95 and 
FLFOR96). These models are therefore summary models of a deterministic 
model. In this way the rules derived from the simulation results of a model could 
be compared to the rules derived directly from the measurements. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Derivation and performance of General Fuzzy Logic Model (GFL-model) 
The initial guess parameters with which the GFL-model rules were derived, are 
presented in Table 2 and the fuzzy logic rules themselves are presented in Table 
3. Table 3 is divided into four blocks, each representing one VPD input class. 
Within each block the rows represent the global radiation input classes, and the 
columns represent the temperature input classes. The numbers that are given for 
each combination of global radiation, temperature and VPD input classes are 
the derived fuzzy logic output rules for the latent heat fluxes. For example, the 
most upper right number of the second (from the left) VPD-block (in italic and 

Table 2: Initial guess parameters for the variables of the fuzzy logic model, and between 
brackets the optimised values 

Class I Class II Class III Class IV Class V 

Rg[Wrrf2] 0.0 100.0 500.0 900.0 
(2.7) (295.2) (756.0) (1013.0) 

T[°C] 0.0 7.5 15.0 25.0 
(3.4) (10.2) (11.7) (19.8) 

VPD[hPa] 0.0 7.5 15.0 25.0 
(3.5) (3.7) (26.4) (30.0) 

Lh [W m2] 0.0 40.0 80.0 120.0 165.0 
(6.2) (51.4) (106.7) (166.2) (222.5) 

Rg is global radiation, T is temperature, VPD is vapor pressure deficit and Lh is latent heat flux 
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Table 3: Calculated general fuzzy logic rules (1 = low, 2 = low-middle, 3 = middle, 4 
middle-high, 5 = high) for latent heat flux output (for interpretation of italic underlined 
number see text) 

VPD low VPD low-middle VPD IT iiddle-h igh VPD high 

R s " 
T 1 m-1 m-•h h 1 m-1 m-h h 1 m-1 m-h h 1 m-1 m-h h 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 - - 2 1 

m-1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 - 2 3 3 - - 3 3 

m-h 2 2 3 3 2 2 3 5 - 3 5 5 - - 5 5 

h 3 3 4 4 3 3 5 5 - 3 5 5 - - 5 5 

underlined), of which the value is one, represents the fuzzy logic rule: 

{IF 'Rg is LOW'} AND {IF T is HIGH'} AND {IF 'VPD is LOW-MIDDLE'} 
THEN 

• Latent heat flux is LOW' 

The model rules showed the generally known effects of increasing latent heat 
fluxes due to increasing global radiation and temperature. The difference in sen
sitivity of the Lh-fluxes was also clear: with the radiation classes increasing from 
'Low' to 'High' the Lh-flux output classes in most cases also increased from 
'Low' to 'High', whereas the effects of increasing temperature or VPD were 
smaller. The optimised parameters of the general model are given in Table 2, 
between the brackets. 

The performance of the GFL-model is presented in Table 4 for the six sites 
individually. For almost all sites the GFL-model was performing only slightly less 

Table 4: Results of general fuzzy logic (GFL)-model and general artificial neural network 
(GNN) expressed in normalized root mean square error (NRMSE), explained variance (R2) 
and the relative values of summed modeled and measured values 

Site General FL-model General NN-model 
NRMSE R2 Sum(Meas) 

/Sum(Mod) 
NRMSE R2 Sum(Meas) 

/Sum (Mod) 

Hyytiala 0.65 0.75 0.96 0.62 0.78 0.99 
Loobos 0.47 0.86 0.88 0.46 0.86 0.91 
Tharandt 0.58 0.78 1.13 0.57 0.79 1.09 
Vielsalm 0.53 0.84 0.99 0.48 0.87 0.98 
Weiden 0.65 0.83 0.82 0.69 0.83 0.80 
Brunnen 
Speuld 0.40 0.88 0.95 0.42 0.88 0.99 
1995 
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than the optimal results obtained with artificial neural networks. The perform
ance of the fuzzy logic model was therefore close to optimal, whereas model in-
terpretability increased. Comparison of the relative value of the summed totals 
of the measured Lh-fluxes and the simulated Lh-fluxes showed that especially 
the totals of the Weiden Brunnen site were clearly over-estimated by both the 
GNN and the GFL-model. This could be caused by the fact that the forest of 
Weiden Brunnen is located on a hill slope (though not very steep, only ten to 
fifteen degrees) with an exposition towards the southwest. This could mean that 
the amount of radiation intercepted by the forest was less than that of a levelled 
forest, thereby leading to lower Lh-fluxes. For the other forest sites the summa
tion estimates were satisfying, and the results show that the simple GFL-model 
can be used to make a first estimate of forest water use without site-specific 
knowledge. 

Performance of different models for Speuld 
Next step was the application of the GFL-model to Speuld 1995 (which was in
cluded in the calibration set) and Speuld 1996, and the comparison of the GFL-
model performance to specifically developed and calibrated models for these 
years. The performances of the different models are shown in Table 5. 

The two specifically calibrated neural network models of course performed 
best, but the FL95 and FL96 models were performing almost as good. FOR-
GRO and the GFL-model were performing less than the specifically developed 
models, although still high explained variances are obtained. As expected, the 
results showed that models developed for one site were performing better than 
the general model. However, the satisfying results of especially the GFL-model 
showed that there is a firm basis for developing Lh-flux models valid for a range 
of coniferous forests, with the limitations of course of the absence of soil water 
stress and rainfall interception. 

Table 5: Results of different models for Speuld 1995 en 1996, given are normalized root 
mean square error (NRMSE) and R2 for explanation see text) 

Speuld '95 Speuld '96 
NRMSE R2 NRMSE R2 

Speuld NN-model 0.36 0.89 0.46 0.83 
GNN 0.42 0.88 0.65 0.81 
GFL 0.40 0.88 0.64 0.79 
FL95 0.37 0.88 
FL96 0.47 0.82 
FORGRO 0.41 0.86 0.54 0.80 
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The rules of the FL95 and FL96 models were calculated with the initial guess 
parameter values of Table 2. The calculated rules are given in Table 6 and the 
optimised parameters in Table 7. A comparison of the different fuzzy logic rules 
showed that at high radiation inputs and lower VPD inputs, the FL95 rules were 
higher than the GFL rules. Also striking was the fact that the lowest temperature 
class of Speuld 1995 was never used. The summer of 1995 in the Netherlands 
was a very hot summer. The FL96 Lh-flux rules were clearly lower than those of 
the GFL and the FL95 models. 

Another clear effect could be seen in the rules obtained for the 'Middle-High' 
and 'High' VPD classes. If the rules of these classes for Speuld 1996 were com
pared, a clear down-regulation of transpiration is visible at high VPD's (see Ta
ble 6, italic rules). These effects were not visible in the FL95 rules. According to 
the differences between the fuzzy logic models, transpiration of the Speuld forest 
was more sensitive to VPD after the thinning than before the thinning. This 
could be explained by the fact that after the thinning the forest was coupled 
stronger to the atmospheric conditions above the forest, and is not able to keep 
up a higher humidity in the canopy layer. An important point to remember with 

Table 6: Calculated fuzzy logic rules for Speuld 1995 and 1996 using parameters of table 
2 (1 = low, 2 = low-middle, 3 = middle, 4 middle-high, 5 = high) 

Speuld 1995 
VPD low VPD low -middle VPD middle-high VPD high 

\ T 1 m-1 
R<N 

1 - 1 

m-h 

1 

h 

1 

1 m-1 

1 

m-h 

1 

h 

1 

1 m-1 m-h 

2 

h 

2 

1 m-1 m-h h 

2 

m-1 - 1 2 2 - 2 2 2 - - 3 3 - - 3 

m-h - 2 3 3 - 2 5 5 - - 5 5 - - 5 5 

h - 5 5 5 - 5 5 5 - - 5 5 - - 5 5 

Speuld 1996 
VPD low VPD low -midd le VPDrr iddle-hi gh VPD high 

\ T l m-1 
R<N 

m-h h 1 m-1 m-h h 1 m-1 m-h h 1 m-1 m-h h 

L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 2 1 1 - - 1 1 

m-1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 - 3 3 3 - - 2 2 

m-h 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 - 3 4 4 - - 4 3 

H - 3 3 4 - 3 4 5 - 4 5 5 - - 5 4 
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A 
1995 

300 r25 

214.0 

B 

214.5 

Day of Year [-] 

1996 

215.0 

300 

200 

100 

158.5 

Day of Year [-] 

159.0 

Figure 2: Latent heat flux measurements and simulated values on a day with high vapour 
pressure deficits for Speuld 1995 (a) and 1996 (b); CFL is general fuzzy logic model, FL95 
is fuzzy logic model of Speuld 1995 data, FL96 is fuzzy logic model of Speuld 1996 data 

these simple canopy models is the fact that the model inputs are meteorological 
measurements above the forest, and not within the forest. 

This difference in VPD-sensitivity is more difficult to demonstrate with the 
commonly used model of the canopy conductance (Stewart, 1988) in combina
tion with the Penman-Monteith equation. The parameter values of this model 
can be rather insensitive and interrelated, and therefore differences in parame
ter-estimations are difficult to interpret. 

The magnitude of the VPD-effect is shown in Figure 2. The simulation results 
of one day from 1995 and one day from 1996 are shown in which high VPD-
values occurred. Clearly visible is a down regulation in 1996 in the afternoon 
with high VPD-values, whereas in 1995 no clear effect of VPD is visible. Also 
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A 

1995 

Measurements 
GFL 
Forgro 
FL95 

211.5 

B 

212.0 

Day of Year [-] 

1996 

212.5 213.0 

300 Measurements 
GFL 
Forgro 
FL96 
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Figure 3: Latent heat flux measurements and simulated values on days with no extreme 
vapour pressure deficits for Speuld 1995 (a) and 1996 (b); GFL is general fuzzy logic 
model, FL95 is fuzzy logic model of Speuld 95 data, FL96 is fuzzy logic model of Speuld 
96 data 

shown are the model results of the different fuzzy logic models and FORGRO. 
The FL96-model was the only model that showed the afternoon depression in 
transpiration, whereas both FORGRO and the GFL-model overestimate after
noon transpiration. 

In Figure 3 some 'normal' days of Speuld 1995 and 1996 are shown to 
compare different model performances on less extreme days. Speuld 1995 re
sults showed that on 'normal' days the GFL-model simulated the highest Lh-
fluxes compared to FORGRO and FL95. In the late afternoon FORGRO 
seemed to keep up transpiration at too high values in 1995. Also visible was a 
cut-off of the FL95 model at day of year 212. This was caused by the value of 
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Table 7: Optimised parameters of fuzzy logic models ofSpeuld 1995 and 1996 

Speuld 1995 
Class I 

-2.6 

Class II Class III Class IV Class V 

Rg [W m 2] 

Class I 

-2.6 130.3 779.4 937.1 
T[°C] - 10.2 11.6 18.5 
VPD [hPa] 0.5 0.6 6.7 29.4 
Lh [W m'2] 4.2 23.6 69.4 80.0 202.9 

Speuld 1996 
Class I Class II Class III Class IV Class V 

Rg [W m 2] 10.7 167.7 387.7 743.8 
T[°C] 0.7 12.2 17.3 19.3 
VPD [hPa] 2.2 2.2 10.8 23.6 
Lh [W rrf2] 3.0 43.1 70.2 97.9 185.6 

Rg is global radiation, T is temperature, VPD is vapour pressure deficit and Lh is latent heat flux 

the highest Lh-flux class. The highest class-value was the maximum value that 
the fuzzy logic model could calculate and therefore a strict upper border ap
peared in the simulated fluxes. Results of 1996 showed that the general model 
grossly overestimated midday Lh-fluxes. At day of year 202 all models showed 
a comparable complex behaviour because of varying global radiation inputs. 

The optimised parameters of the FL95 and FL96 models presented in Table 
7 were not simple to interpret because of high interdependency of output and 
input parameter values. Obvious was that the highest Lh-flux class of 1995 is 
higher than that of 1996, after the thinning. The lowest temperature class of 
1995 was not used for optimisation because no rules were derived for this input 
(see Table 7). It seems that fuzzy logic rules are simpler to interpret and to com
pare between different models, and that only the extreme parameter values (of 
the highest and lowest classes) can be evaluated in a direct manner. 

The sets of derived rules also show a potential for further model simplifica
tion: for example in Table 6, at VPD is Low' and at 'Radiation is Low', all three 
output rules are 'Lh-flux is Low', independent of the Temperature input-class. 
Therefore, the high number of rules of the fuzzy logic models can be decreased 
strongly. This shows that the method we used to derive the fuzzy logic rules 
based on the method of Kosko (1992) will result in a number of unnecessary 
fuzzy logic rules, which can be removed later on. However, the removal of the 
redundant rules can only be done after the model is derived, and not a-priori, 
which would lead to a more efficient model calculation. 
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Table 8: Calculated rules using FORGRO simulation results for Speuld 1995 and 1996 and 
parameters of table 2(1 = low, 2 = low-middle, 3 = middle, 4 middle-high, 5 = high) 

Speu ld 1995 
VPD low VPD lou 

ld 1995 
VPD low VPD lou /-middle VPDrr liddle -high VPD high 

Rs" 
T 1 m-1 m-h h 1 m-1 m-h h 1 m-i m -h h 1 m-1 m-h h 

1 - 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 - 2 2 - 2 
m-1 - 1 2 2 - 2 2 3 - 4 4 - 4 
m-h - 2 3 4 - 2 4 5 - - 5 5 - - 5 5 

h - 1 4 4 - - 5 5 - - 5 5 - - 5 5 

Speu Id 1996 
VPD low VPD low 

Id 1996 
VPD low VPD low -middle VPD middle- high VPD high 

Ra^ 
T 1 m-1 m-h h 1 m-1 m-h h 1 m-1 m-h h 1 m-1 m-h h 

L 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 2 2 2 - - 2 2 
m-1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 - 4 4 4 - - 4 4 
m-h 2 2 3 3 2 2 4 4 - 4 5 5 - - 5 5 
h - 4 4 5 - 4 5 5 - 5 5 5 - - 5 5 

Fuzzy logic applied to FORGRO-simulation results 
The simulation results of FORGRO represented in fuzzy logic rules are shown in 
Table 8. The simple fuzzy logic model predicted FORGRO responses very well 
after optimisation of the class parameters (R2 = 0.98). Fuzzy logic can in this 
way also be used for model simplification. 

In the FLFOR96 rules the VPD down-regulation was absent, as expected 
when the results of Figure 2b are recalled. The results therefore showed that an 
increase of only the clustering factor could not represent all changes in forest-
ecosystem functioning. Incorporation of canopy-atmosphere exchange coeffi
cient is probably necessary to simulate the stronger coupling between the can
opy and the atmosphere. By increasing the exchange of water vapour the can
opy and the atmosphere the thinning effect can be represented better. In the 
version of FORGRO used in this article no gradients of humidity in the canopy 
were assumed. 

The differences in FORGRO model parameterisation between 1995 and 
1996 were only clear at the lower VPD classes. The middle-high and high VPD 
classes of 1995 and 1996 showed exactly the same model rules. Comparison of 
the FLFOR95 and FLFOR96 rules with the FL95 and FL96 rules also revealed 
the flux-overestimation of FORGRO in the late afternoon. At 'Middle-High' and 
'High' VPD's, when global radiation is already strongly decreased compared to 
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the highest values, FLFOR95 and FLFOR96 had higher Lh-flux rules than the 
FL95 and FL96 models. Fuzzy logic can in this way be used for an objective 
survey for systematic model errors compared to rules derived directly from data. 

Evaluation of application possibilities of fuzzy logic 
The results of the general fuzzy logic model for the individual sites showed that 
fuzzy logic is a good method for empirical modelling. The great advantage of 
fuzzy logic models if compared to artificial neural networks, is the interpretabil-
ity. A fuzzy logic model on itself, as applied in this article, does not give much 
information. However, if another fuzzy logic model is derived, as is done here 
for an individual site, the rules can be compared easily. For such a comparison 
the use of the same initial class parameters is crucial. When this is done, flux re
sponses of different forest ecosystems can be compared in fast and an easy way: 
is one forest more or less sensitive to high VPD's, what are the maximum Lh-
fluxes and how often do they occur, etceteras. 

Another promising application in this field of research is the possibility of sys
tematic model evaluation. By calculating the rules of the fuzzy logic model with 
measured and simulated data, simulation models can be evaluated in a consis
tent manner. Because the input variables are 'blocked' per class, situations 
where the model has systematic errors can be identified. In this way a large 
search through the data becomes unnecessary. The use of fuzzy logic has the 
advantage to error plots that in fuzzy logic values of input variables are clustered 
and not clumped into one graph. A question is still the sensitivity of the method: 
as mentioned in the 'Method'-section the fine-tuning effect of 'Time of Day' 
could not be incorporated into the fuzzy logic model, because a large amount of 
classes had to be defined, which would result in a high number of parameters. 
Therefore, only rather large systematic errors can be identified with this method. 

Another application possibility of fuzzy logic is as a method for model simpli
fication and up-scaling. After optimising the class parameters of the fuzzy logic 
model based on FORGRO results, a good simplified version of the latent heat 
flux-results of FORGRO emerged. Such a simplified model can then be used for 
calculating latent heat exchanges at higher time and spatial scales because of the 
lower calculation times required. Another possibility is the integration of fuzzy 
logic rules with expert knowledge that can only be represented with human rea
soning. In this way fuzzy logic can be used as a bridge between processes that 
can be simulated with deterministic models, and processes of which our knowl
edge is limited or uncertain. 

Other applications that were not used in this article are the possibilities to 
represent models with different levels of detail at the same level of abstraction. 
Detailed models can be summarized into the same fuzzy logic rules as more ag
gregated models. It can also be used a kind of sensitivity analysis: the input vari
ables with the largest influence on the output variable can be easily detected 
with the derived fuzzy logic rules. 

A clear limitation to application of the fuzzy logic method, as presented in 
this paper, is the need of a large amount of data. Both model rules and class-
parameters need to be derived from the training data, and afterwards the fuzzy 
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logic models need to be tested with an independent validation set. This problem 
is similar to one of the application limitations of artificial neural networks (Van 
Wijk and Bouten, 1999). However, for model simplification and aggregation 
data amounts need not to be a limitation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Fuzzy logic is a promising method for empirical modelling of latent heat ex
change of forests. The performance of the fuzzy logic models was close to opti
mal. Rules of different models could be compared easily and in an objective 
way systematic model deviations could be defined. If there are systematic model 
over or under-estimations at certain intervals of input variables, these will be de
tected by fuzzy logic rules that are specifically calculated on the measured and 
simulated data available. 

As in Van Wijk and Bouten (1999), model results show that a reliable first es
timate of forest transpiration could be obtained with a general applicable model. 
The results of the general model were comparable with results of FORGRO, 
which uses site-specific physiological information. Fuzzy logic models calibrated 
for Speuld 1995 and 1996, before and after a thinning, showed in their rules a 
change in the sensitivity of forest transpiration to vapour pressure deficit. 

Three possible applications of fuzzy logic in analysing instantaneous forest 
gas exchange are high performance empirical modelling, systematic model 
evaluation and model simplification, and integration of uncertain and expert 
knowledge with deterministic modelling concepts and results. 
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